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Most communicators have heard the classic story of a blind and unlucky beggar with a note on his side 
"I'm blind! Please help me!". The man only turned to a fortunate beggar when a passerby changed the note 
next to him and wrote: "this is a beautiful day, and I can't see it!". We have heard and know by our hearts 
that stories matter. Cognitive sciences emphasize that our cognition is structured by narratives and the 
metaphors we live by. We communicate by stories and we are telling conscious and unconscious stories all 
the time. The question is: "how to tell the right story", and "if different stakeholders in the organization are 
having their own "right story" how do we converge these narratives?" The Storytelling for Enterprises is a 
consulting and educational experience designed to arm an already effective communicator with power tools 
to tell the right story. Dedicating the time to learn these tools is a strategic investment with tangible results. 
The "storytelling for enterprise" is navigated in three main tracks, for three different target groups:

1. For Design, Branding and Marketing: 
Lots of companies fail to consistently craft and embed the right stories in their products, campaigns and 
culture in order to stand out and shape their customer's experience consistently. They are aware of the value 
of storytelling in creating their identity, yet they find it difficult to discover their true story and it's magic. Only 
few are ambitious and curious enough to inquire challenging questions:

What makes some design teams dry out of the "greatest idea" and leaves them confused between many 
"good enough ideas"? How can we craft neat and precise awe inspiring stories, characters and campaigns 
which immediately capture the attention and can go viral? What turns a successful brand into a market 
inspiration? What do highly successful brands know about storytelling that others do not? "Storytelling for 
enterprises" partners with you in the search for power tools for creative storytelling. In this search we will 
cross the borders between disciplines of practical rhetoric, script writing,  visual semiotics, narrative analysis, 
creativity training and improvisation.

Not only for visual and literal stories but also for embedded narratives, we provide tools for reflection and 
creation. These tools could be used by architectural and interior design firms to understand the spacial 
narratives and to get Crystal clear about their place branding strategy.

Combined with an ethnographic research component, the course could be tailored to facilitate participatory 
design process, in order to reach consumer/user insights, consumer generated storyboard and more. Which 
offers unique insights to a wide range of projects from nation branding to architectural design, and from 
culture change campaigns to generating memes. 



setting, in a sales condition or in an 
informal occasion? How the official 
and email correspondences can be 
framed in a more compelling way 
and meet global standards? The 
"Storytel l ing for Enterprises" 
courses provide a toolki t of 
pragmatic and engaging techniques 
and train your team to elevate their 
communications level to the top. 
Of ten t imes, busy work load 
distracts managers to practice the 
"know how"s they have earned. 
Somet imes, t ra in ings create 
ambitions and big expectations 
often times left unmet. In the 
"Storytel l ing for Enterprises" 
courses we coach your team to 
m e e t t h e s e a m b i t i o n s a n d 
accompany the managers at 
different stages of their professional 
development. 

2. For communicating insights & strategy: 
Many companies suffer from the lack of coordination between their brain and other parts. They are in 
constant and urgent need to tuning and orchestrating different voices within them. There is always a tension 
between the creative team, design team and marketing team, between different gender groups and 
nationalities within the company. Each is narrating their own story about what the company or a certain 
product is, and how things should be done. Even worse, in some cases the strategic and upper 
management stories are a totally separate island to product and marketing narratives. Middle managers 
find it challenging to converge these stories and to reach a consensus. It is challenging to know how 
various decision stakeholders in different departments can reach consensus and a shared story? The 
"Storytelling for Enterprises" course creates a platform for decision stakeholders in the organization, in 
order to come to a creative and constructive conversation. We cultivate and facilitate these crucial 
conversations in order to translate research insights and strategies to the tangible reality of products and 
communications, and to go beyond cross-cultural borders.

3. For Leadership Communication and Presentations
Even experienced presenters sometime suffer from stage anxiety, uncertainty about how to organize their 
talk, and the unmet desire to influence the audience in an engaging or entertaining way. The training 
departments of enterprises are dealing with the question of effective communication on a daily basis. How 
can leaders frame their goals and communicate efficiently with their team and clients, in a presentation 
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FAQ
• How  long  is  the  course?  It  will  be  tailored  based  on  client's  current  need  and  competency.  From  

few days  intensive  to long term modular programs.
• Could  the  leadership  communication  version  be  an  alternative  to  presentation  or  sales  skills  

courses?  Yes and No.  It  is  both  about  what  you  say  and  how  you  say  it.  Not  only  the  second.
• Is  it  boring?  it  is  highly  interactive,  fun  and  engaging.  Participants  will  lose  the  sense  if  time  

passing
• Are  the  results  guaranteed?  An  exceptional  improvement  guaranteed.  perfection  comes  with  an  

ongoing practice  and  receiving  coaching  over  a  period  of  time
• How  storytelling  can  be  applied  in  my  business?  The course  will  be  tailored  for  enterprises on  4  

main  focus  areas: 1. Strategy & vision 2. Branding & marketing 3. Participatory product design & User 
generated content 4. Leadership  communication & Presentations, cross cultural communication.

Clients typically choose a combination of the training plus our narrative check up and the consultancy  
service, as well as coaching sessions for managers.
• what  is  your training/consulting philosophy?  We  consider  human  as  a  whole  and  believe  that   

Problem solving should address  the  mind,  body,  emotions  and  the  spirit  at  the  same  time. Our 
interdisciplinary model covers essential  communication principles, introspective tools and creative tools 
that  can  be  customized  for  different  conditions.

• What some other enterprises took this Service? Volkswagen, Lenovo, Green peace, Shangri-La hotels,few 
city and country governments and more.

• Who  are  the  trainers  and  consultants?  The  trainer/s  are  a  multidisciplinary  and  international  team  
of  experts with  diverse  backgrounds  in  communication  science,  performing  arts,  script  writing,  
social  psychology  and business  executive  coaching,  and  film  directing. Trainer team will be defined 
based on your case



About the Course Designer/Lead Instructor:
Adel Andalibi PhD. Has trained and consulted senior and midd-level communicators in governments and 
private enterprises, chambers of commerce as well as the non profits, in China, middle east, Japan and 
the greater Asia. His practice connects the dots between visual anthropology, social/somatic psychology, 
and narrative analysis. He serves as a listener, performer, analyst and a coach. He uses dramaturgical 
tools to address the issues in organizations, media and artwork, as well as the individual level.
As an academician he is a board member of commission on Visual anthropology at intl. Union of 
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, taught and gave lectures at Peking University, Tehran 
University Osaka University, Freibourge University and more institutions. For the details about his 
learning background and wealth of skills please check the website. 

For more info or to schedule an interview session please contact info@herespace or consult 
www.herespace.com
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